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Introduction
This is the first time the Pearson Edexcel International Level paper WPH13, Practical Skills in

Physics I, has been sat by candidates. The paper is worth 50 marks and consists of four questions,

enabling candidates of all abilities to apply their knowledge and skills to a variety of styles of

question. Each question tests knowledge, understanding and skills candidates developed while

completing practical investigations during their Unit 1 and 2 studies.

For this paper, the topics included materials, waves and particle nature of light. As

understanding of the core practicals is assessed by the WPH11 and WPH12 papers, the practical

context met in the WPH13 paper may be less familiar. However, it is the skills rather than the

details of the practical that we are assessing. The number of marks available for Unit 3 has

increased by 10, with an increase in the number of marks available for the demonstration of

mathematical skills, which increased the level of challenge for some candidates.

There were many questions that would be familiar for candidates who had studied previous series

WPH03 papers, but there are some questions where performances would suggest they were

unfamiliar with the practical skills. The long planning question has been replaced with a series of

open response questions assessing the same skills. Understanding of keywords (such as 

resolution) and command words (such as describe how) proved a challenge to candidates at the

lower end of the ability range. At all ability levels, there were some questions where candidates

answered in generic terms, rather than being specific to the particular practical described in the

question.
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Question 1 (a) (i)

This question introduced a common but perhaps unfamiliar piece of practical measuring

equipment, a digital caliper. The caliper shown matches the standard resolution of a Vernier

caliper, as stated in the specification. However, many responses gave the uncertainty or gave a

choice of answers, eg the value and the resolution.

This response gives 2 answers, so the list rule

would apply, but the uncertainty and resolution

stated are both correct, so 1 mark was awarded.
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This example shows a clear powers of 10 error, so

scores 0.

There are digital calipers with a resolution of

0.01 mm, but the one shown does not show 2

decimal places.
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This response gives the maximum value the

measurement could be with the uncertainty

added, not the resolution, so scores 0.
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This response gives the uncertainty, not the

resolution, so scores 0.
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Question 1 (a) (ii)

For this question many candidates answered in generic terms, eg that the caliper had a suitable

range to measure the metal sphere. However, this would be true of many measuring devices that

are less suitable, eg a ruler.

Most ignored the context of the question, which asked them to justify the use of the digital caliper

shown, by suggesting other pieces of equipment that would be suitable, so scored 0 marks.

This response shows the most common answer

that scored the first mark.

Many answers missed the word percentage, so did

not score the first mark as the uncertainty would

be the same no matter what size sphere was being

measured.
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This response gives both marking points, though in

reverse order, so scored 2.
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Question 1 (b) 

In this question, candidates were asked to perform a simple percentage calculation, which was

completed well by most.

A correct calculation, rounded to 1 significant

figure, which is acceptable as the uncertainty is

also given to 1 sf.

So 1 mark awarded.
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Here a correct calculation was crossed out and

replaced with a calculation of the percentage of

the resolution, rather than the uncertainty stated.

So 0 marks.
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Question 1 (c) 

The practical skill tested here is a common one, the idea that the object being measured may not

be uniform. However, for this question the candidates were told the mean was calculated, so those

that gave just the generic answer “measure in different orientations and calculate the mean” did

not score more than 1 mark.

The photo showed the digital caliper could be zeroed, so identifying the need to zero before

measuring or check for zero error would be rewarded with a mark. The shape of the sphere means

we need to ensure the measurement is taken at the widest point, so identifying this was also

rewarded with a mark.

As the question clearly stated that the student

calculated a mean, the generic answer of "repeat

and find an average" was not enough to score a

mark.
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Here we can see two clear marks:

zero the caliper each time

take measurements at different positions.

This was the most commonly seen answer, the

idea of taking measurements in different

orientations/positions, scoring 1 mark.

However, the "find the mean" statement was not

rewarded, as the question states this.
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Question 1 (d) (i) - (ii)

This question asked candidates to demonstrate the mathematical skill of calculating a mean.

Identifying anomalous results, results that are not in keeping with other results, is a practical skill

met in earlier years. As such, candidates that did identify an anomalous result and compensate for

this in the mean scored 2 marks for Q01(d)(i).

For Q01(d)(ii), one of the standard methods (see appendix 10) of calculating percentage

uncertainty for a repeated reading was expected. The results given allow for either of the methods

given in appendix 10 to be used giving the same answer. For those that did not identify an anomaly

in part (i), correctly following either method from appendix 10 was rewarded.

Some candidates used the method for a single measurement, which was not rewarded.
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An example of a full mark response.

Q01(d)(i) shows a correct calculation for 2 marks.

Q01(d)(ii) uses half the range to give a value for

uncertainty, which is then used correctly in the

calculation for 2 marks.
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Q01(d)(i) scored only 1 mark, as all 5 results were

included in the mean.

However, Q01(d)(ii) shows a correct calculation,

using the difference between the mean and the

value furthest from the mean, so scored both

marks.
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Q01(d)(i) scored both marks for a correct

calculation, having excluded the anomalous result.

Q01(d)(ii) used an incorrect value for uncertainty

(0.01 rather than 0.1) so scored 0.
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Question 1 (e) (f)

Q01(e) required candidates to carry out a density calculation, which included demonstrating an

understanding of the number of significant figures an answer should give based on the data given

in the question. Many missed the reference to the first sphere, or used the value displayed in the

photo, rather than the diameter quoted for the first sphere. These candidates were still rewarded

for the use of equations. As the mass and diameter were given to 3 significant figures, it was

expected that candidates would give the answer to the same number of significant figures.

Q01(f) then asked candidates to determine whether the two spheres were of the same metal. Most

understood they needed to compare density, having been led in that direction by part (e).

The command word determine indicates some calculation of values is required. As is the case for

WPH11 and WPH12, a statement is required for the comparison, not just values.
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This example scored full marks.

Q01(e) shows a correct calculation including the

unit, for 4 marks.

Q01(f) shows a calculation of the range of possible

densities of the second sphere, with a clear

statement that the first sphere's density was within

that range, so scored 2 marks.
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This response demonstated a common error for

Q01(e).

The equations are substituted with suitable values,

but the wrong diameter was used. This example

used the diameter of the second sphere. Other

examples used the reading from the photograph

of the digital caliper. The correct diameter is the

one stated in Q01(b).

Q01(f) was correct for this candidate's value from

part (e), so both marks were awarded.
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Another response that scored full marks.

Though for Q01(f) it was expected that candidates

would use the percentage uncertainty to calculate

the range of possible density values, this candidate

has calculated the percentage difference and

compared this to 2%.

There is a percentage calculation and a statement

that is consistent with the comparison of the two

values, so both marks are scored for equivalent

correct work.
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Question 2 (a) 

This question tested practical planning skills that were formerly part of the long Question 7 in

WPH03.

Here candidates were shown the graph to be plotted and were asked to describe the practical steps

the student would be required to take to obtain the data needed. Most candidates scored 2 marks

out of 4, as their answers lacked sufficient detail, eg they did not describe how the force values

were calculated from the mass hung from the spring. High ability candidates often missed out on

the third marking point, describing the measurements and calculations, but missing the detail

relating to accuracy.
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This response lacks key details for every mark, so

scored 0.

"using a balance to calculate force" - most

balances measure mass, so it would need to be

clear the balance measured Newtons. As they

stated "calculate" this suggested the balance was

measuring mass, so this answer needed to

include F = mg.

"measure the extension" - they had already

mentioned measuring the original length, so

needed to add the idea of subtracting this from

the new length.

"when masses are added" - it is not clear if this is

the first masses or that additional masses are

being added.

"using a ruler" - there is no detail of how the

ruler is orientated/how it is aligned.
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This scored 2 marks.

Calculation of force using F = mg

Calculation of extension by subtracting new and

original lengths.

However, it is clear they have done this for only

one mass and there is nothing about the

orientation/alignment of the ruler to reduce error.
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This scored 3 marks (the second most common

score).

Here they have the calculation of force and

extension, along with the idea of additional masses

being added.

It only lacks the detail regarding the

orientation/position of the ruler to reduce error.
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This is an example of the rare full mark answer.

It includes the often missing idea of using the set

square in the first lines.
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Question 2 (b) 

This question was generally answered well, with most scoring both marks. The graph the

candidates had seen in the paper included a curved section, with data plotted for forces beyond the

limit of proportionality. As such, this detail was required for the explanation.

A common incorrect answer. As candidates are

asked to use the graph, many went with the idea of

area rather than gradient.
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A typical 1 mark answer.

The use of gradient is clearly identified, so they

have answered the how part of the question.

However, as the graph given included the curve

beyond the limit of proportionality, we required

answers that explained that this needed to be

determined for the linear section of the graph.

This example shows a common 2 mark answer.

Though many answers went beyond the given

writing area, it was possible for an explanation to

score both marks in a single line, which this

example did.

"Calculate the gradient of the linear region".
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Question 3 (a) 

The understanding of how diffraction experiments provide evidence for the wave nature of

electrons is specification point 53. However, it was clear many candidates were not familiar with the

graphite diffraction tube experiment.

Determining the radius of a circular object is a common practical skill and one already introduced

earlier in the paper, so those two marking points should have been straightforward. However most

failed to score, with many candidates attempting to calculate the diameter using the equation

nl = d sin θ, mistaking d for the diameter.

Here we expected to see similar answers to Q01(c) with additional steps of calculating the mean

and halving the diameter.

Some identification of the difficulty of measuring diameter on a curved screen or that the ring of

light itself had a width makes the final marking point we expected.
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This is an example of a full mark response.

In addition to the standard "multiple orientations

and mean" and the extra detail of needing to halve

the diameter, it clearly identifies the issue of the

curved screen and gives suitable measuring

equipment to compensate.

This example came close to full marks.

Unfortunately, though readings are to be recorded

several times and an average calculated, it is

missing the key detail of repeating the

measurements in different orientations/positions.
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This was the most common answer, with repeats

in different orientations, calculation of a mean and

halving the diameter, so being rewarded with 2

marks.

As the screen is curved a metre rule is not suitable

equipment. If additional equipment, such as a pair

of setsquares had been added, then the first

marking point may have been awarded. There is

no identification that the screen is curved or that

the ring itself has a width, hence the need to

measure to the brightest part of the ring.
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This example scored the first mark only, for a

suitable method of using a ruler to measure the

diameter on a curved screen.

However, it lacked any explanation of how radius is

determined from diameter or how an accurate

value could be achieved.
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Question 3 (b) 

The understanding of how diffraction experiments provide evidence for the wave nature of

electrons is specification point 53. However, many answers failed to mention electrons at all.

Most simply stated that there was diffraction, however this fact was given in the question. The

question asked candidates to consider how the result of the practical, the diffraction pattern, gave

evidence to suggest the electrons have a wave nature.

Candidates were given the hint that the pattern is similar to that caused by light passing through a

diffraction grating, so the linking of electrons and superposition/interference was expected. Many

answers only referred to light/waves interfering or superposing, so could not be awarded the first

marking point, and most scored zero due to lack of clarity and detail.

Though this response leaves us with some work to

put the ideas together, it does link the pattern to

interference and the electrons to the pattern, so

the first mark is awarded.

It also states interference is a wave characteristic,

so scores the second mark too.
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This response links the electrons to superposition

and interference, but does not state that those

properties are evidence of wave nature, so scores

only the first mark.

This is a much clearer 2 mark answer, stating

electrons interfere constructively and destructively

just like waves.
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Question 3 (c) (i)

This question would have been quite familiar to the candidates, having appeared in many of the

previous specification WPH03 papers. Many responses included a list of answers, more than

required by the mark indicated. In future series, we may need to apply a list rule, as the general list

of criticisms many candidates produce are not always relevant or correct. If candidates write a

general list of possible answers rather than responding to the question, then they may score fewer

marks through including incorrect or contradictory information.

Most scored full marks.

This example shows a typical answer, giving a list

of 3 criticisms for a 2 mark answer.

The "range are too small" is too vague to score, but

is not incorrect. The other two criticisms offered

clearly match the mark scheme.
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This example shows a typical answer, giving a list

of 4 criticisms for a 2 mark answer.

All 4 are on the mark scheme, so even if we did

apply a list rule, this response would still score 2

marks.

This example shows a typical answer, giving a list

of 3 criticisms for a 2 mark answer.

The "too few readings are taken" was accepted as

an alternative wording for "only 5 sets of results".

"No evidence for repetition" clearly matches the

mark scheme.
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Question 3 (c) (ii) - (iii)

These two part questions would also have been quite familiar to the candidates, having appeared

in many of the previous specification WPH03 papers, testing mathematical skills C.3.2 and C.3.4.

Q03(c)(ii) has one more mark than in previous series, as candidates were asked to calculate sin θ,

from data that was given to 3 significant figures. As such their calculated values should also have

been rounded to 3 significant figures. However, it was very common to see calculated data rounded

to only 2 significant figures.

The marks for the graph were awarded using the same criteria as in previous specification WPH03

papers. However, there remain the same issues highlighted in previous reports: unsuitable choices

of scales, inaccurate plotting and unbalanced lines of best fit. In this case, scales including the origin

were not useful as they prevented the plots being “spread over half of each axis”.

Q03(c)(iii) asked candidates to calculate the gradient. This basic mathematical skill proved to be a

considerable challenge to most. It was common to see answers that were in the correct range, but

lacked the powers of 10 from the y-axis, so could not be awarded the second marking point. Many

candidates forgot to include the unit.
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Q03(c)(ii) - 6 marks

The sin θ values are correctly calculated to 3

significant figures, the axes are labelled correctly

and the plots are accurate to within 1mm, so 4

marks can be awarded.

The scale does not start at the origin, meaning the

plots cover the full range of each axis and the

divisions are sensible (going up in 2s on the 2cm

lines).

The line is also well balanced, with 4 plots on or

slightly below the line, with one above a little

further away.

Q03(c)(iii) - 3 marks

The gradient calculation is performed correctly

with a large triangle clearly drawn. The value is

given to 3 significant figures which is within the

acceptable range with the correct unit given.
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Q03(c)(ii) - 4 marks

The sin θ values are correctly calculated to 3

significant figures, the axes are labelled correctly

and the plots are accurate to within 1mm, so 4

marks can be awarded.

For the scale, although the divisions are sensible

(going up in 5s on the 2cm lines) the plots cover

less than half the available space on each axis.

The line is also unbalanced, with all three plots on

the right being above the line.

Q03(c)(iii) - 2 marks

The gradient calculation is performed correctly and

the value is given to 3 significant figures with the

correct unit.

However, the value is outside the range accepted.
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Q03(c)(ii) - 2 marks

The sin θ values are correctly calculated but are

rounded to 2 significant figures (if the crossed out

values had not been replaced, the first mark point

could have been awarded).

The axes are labelled correctly and the line of best

fit is well balanced (3 points on the line, 1 above

and 1 below) - so 2 marks can be awarded.

Points need to be plotted to within 1 mm of the

value in the table. As this graph paper has small

squares that are 2 mm by 2 mm, plotted points

that fill a small square, so are themselves larger

than 1 mm, cannot fulfil this criteria - so no marks

for plotting could be awarded.

For the scale, though the divisions are sensible

(going up in 1s on the 2cm lines), the plots cover

less than half the available space on each axis.

Q03(c)(iii) - 0 marks

The gradient calculation is performed correctly, but

used values from a triangle that included less than

half the line.

The value given has been calculated with a powers

of 10 error, as the 10

-11

 factor from the y-axis has

not been included.

The answer has been rounded to 3 significant

figures, but no unit has been given.

The value is outside the range accepted.
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Question 3 (c) (iv)

Linking the equation given to the equation nl = d sin q and that of a linear graph y = mx + c was a

standard question on the previous specification WPH03 papers. As such candidates were expected

to be able to demonstrate this link to be awarded the first marking point and most did so, with the

best answers showing the link clearly (eg by circling equivalent parts of the equations).

However, very few added the additional detail that n = 1 and that d was a constant.

In the first line there is a comparison between a

rearranged version of the equation and y = mx.

This was commonly seen.

This response also includes the additional detail,

that d is therefore constant and that n = 1. As such

this scored both marks.
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This response is much clearer in the comparison

between the equation given and y = mx + c.

As n = 1 was identified earlier in the answer, the

comparison did not include n.

This response also includes the additional detail,

that d is therefore constant so scored both marks.
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This response is more typical of the answers seen.

It was less clear in the comparison between the

equation given and y = mx +c, but given the layout

of the rearranged equation and the identification

that c = 0, it was enough to earn the first marking

point.

However, n is still shown in the equation, with no

statement that n=1. Nor is d identified as being a

constant (as the gradient is constant).
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Question 4 (a) 

This calculation would be familiar to candidates who had performed the standing waves on a string

practical. However, this was an opportunity to demonstrate basic mathematical skills.It was

generally performed well, with most calculating the correct value.

Just under half of those that did correctly calculate the value were not awarded full marks due to

the lack of a unit. The question stem introduced μ as the mass per unit length, so a unit of kg m

-1

was expected.

A quarter of responses scored only 1 mark, as they did not correctly convert the length given to the

wavelength, despite the diagram clearly showing wavelength was 2/3 of the length of the string.

The most common error was calculating λ = length × 3/2 or λ = length ÷ 2/3.
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Here the wavelength was calculated incorrectly

using λ = length ÷ 2/3.

This meant the only mark that could be awarded

was the use of the equation.
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In this example, the wavelength was correctly

calculated using λ = length × 2/3.

However, the equation was incorrectly rearranged,

so only one mark could be awarded.
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This answer shows a correct calculation, including

the final value.

However, as no unit was given the final mark could

not be awarded.
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This example shows a correct calculation, this time

with the correct unit. So full marks could be

awarded.
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Question 4 (b) 

This question tested practical planning skills that formerly were part of the long Question 7 in

WPH03.

For Q04(b)(i) it was common to see a list of answers. However, as we had identified the student’s

measurements earlier in the question, responses that identified uncertainty in measurements

other than length, frequency or mass were not considered. It was common to see answers

suggesting issues in measuring the position of nodes or the wavelength.

As candidates were specifically asked for 2 significant sources of uncertainty, a list rule was applied

so additional incorrect responses were considered when determining the final mark.

It was common to see answers for Q04(b)(i) written as part of the answer to part (ii), so the two

parts were read and marked as one. However, repeating the same idea did not result in two marks,

eg mentioning parallax error in length scored 1 mark for part (i), but for part (ii) we needed the

extra detail explaining how this could be reduced.

Many responses scored zero marks as many answers gave generic statements regarding

uncertainties, rather than being specific to the context of this question.
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Q04(b)(i) - 2 marks

Two clear sources of uncertainty given for the

measurements listed in the question.

Q04(b)(ii) - 3 marks

The description of the technique to compensate

for parallax was well written and scored 2 marks.

The idea of checking the balance for zero error was

enough for one mark, but "correct their reading"

was not sufficient for the additional detail.
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Q04(b)(i) - 2 marks

Two clear sources of uncertainty given for the

measurements of length and mass.

There was a list of 4 answers given, but the others

simply lacked detail, rather being incorrect, so the

two marks could be awarded.

Q04(b)(ii) - 3 marks

The description of the technique to compensate

for parallax was well written and scored 2 marks.

The idea of correcting the balance for zero error

("fix zero position") was enough for one mark, but

repeating and averaging the balance reading is not

a correct technique as zero error is not a random

error.
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This response is more typical, with 2 marks being

the most common mark awarded.

Q04(b)(i) - 1 mark

Only parallax error in length was rewarded.

Zero error would be more significant on the

balance, which would be a systematic error rather

than random.

It is unlikely the metre ruler did not start at zero.

Q04(b)(ii) - 1 mark

The description of the technique to compensate

for parallax was well written but lacked the idea of

measuring this while the string is stationary and

straight.

Repeating mass measurement and averaging

would help if the error in mass was random, but as

only a single mass was being measured this is

unlikely.
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Paper Summary
This paper provided candidates with a range of practical contexts from which their knowledge,

understanding and skills developed within this unit could be tested.

A sound knowledge of the subject was evident for many, but the responses seen did not reflect this

as the language lacked precision and its ambiguity prevented some marks from being awarded.

Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Ensure answers are specific to the context of the question, rather than generic statements

supplied as a list of answers.

When plotting graphs your plots must use at least 50% of the graph paper in either direction so

make sure your scale is large enough. Lines of best fit should be continuous and thin.

Avoid unusual scale divisions (power-of-10 multiples of 1, 2 and 5 per 2 cm are the standard) and

start scales at a suitable value; it is not always necessary or useful to start a scale at 0 if this

makes the plotted region small.

When using a graph to determine a gradient, the points taken for the gradient must actually sit

on your line of best fit. If a plotted point does not sit on the line of best fit then it should not be

one of the points you use for the gradient.

Review appendix 10 of the specification, particularly the keywords listed in the glossary and the

methods for calculating uncertainty.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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